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ABSTRACT Experimenting with different ads and keywords is usual practice in search marketing.
Advertisers pause underperforming keywords and ads of a search campaign, and replace them with better
alternatives. Therefore, new ads and keywords need to be produced easily for effective campaign manage-
ment. We built GeNN for generating campaign ads and keywords programmatically. GeNN is based on
language modeling. Using the existing keywords of a campaign as input, our GPT-2 based generator created
novel keywords of good quality with a high number of expected clicks and conversions according to the
forecast data provided by Google’s keyword planner. Using the product landing page and sample ad copies as
input, our GPT-2 based summarizer was able to generate production-ready ads. One of the ads that was tested
for two weeks in a real search campaign had a CTR of 6% and converted real users. Finally, we compared
GeNN’s ad performance with a recent method based on two encoder-decoder RNNs being used in parallel;
GeNN outperformed this method.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning, search marketing, text generation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Generative neural networks have gained popularity recently.
They were used for generating textual content such as sto-
ries, poems, social media posts, and literature reviews [1].
In this work, we applied them in search advertising. Search
advertising refers to the business of showing text based ads to
search engine users whose search queries match with search
keywords chosen by advertisers. A search campaign consists
of multiple ad groups. Each ad group contains multiple ads
and keywords that are related to each other. Figure 1 shows
the structure of a search campaign. An ad contains a market-
ing message and a link to the landing page of the advertised
product.

Advertisers are in constant need to find out prospective ads
and keywords for each text-based search campaign. Starting
with the initial campaign creation and then continuing with
its ongoing management, there is a quest for the exploration
of the most fruitful ads and keywords. Once found, they are
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exploited to their fullest potential. Underperforming ads and
keywords are paused, and then replaced with better alterna-
tives. Hence, the experimentation with various ads and key-
words is usual practice in search marketing. In a competitive
marketplace, the speed and the accuracy of this ‘‘search’’
process is therefore vital.

Google recommends the creation of three to five ads in
each ad group. The ads should be both relevant to the adver-
tised product and attractive to many users. The performance
of an ad is measured by the rate at which users click through it
and visit the linked landing page. In order to determine which
of them performswell, various ads are tested for each product.
For companies with hundreds of products, preparing these
ads and then revising them according to performance needs is
labor intensive.With a large number of campaigns to manage,
advertisers tend to resort to a handful of ad templates. Generic
value propositions are used in creating such templates. The
templates are then customized at runtime by dynamic key-
word insertion. However, the template based approach tends
to result in suboptimal performance due to final ads ranking
lower in the ad auction held by the ad broker. The good
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FIGURE 1. Advertisers create campaigns, which consist of multiple ad groups. Each ad group
contains a set of related keywords and ads.

news is that one could reduce the burden by generating ads
programmatically using the information found in landing
pages [2].

Various keywords from broad match to exact match need
to be tried and tested. In order to advertise online courses for
learning java, the keyword ‘‘online java course’’ is an obvi-
ous keyword. Since obvious keywords are generally used by
many advertisers, the profit margins on such keywords tend
be low. One could alternatively use less obvious keywords
such as ‘‘java videos for newbies.’’ Among the keywords
related to learning java online in our dataset, the obvious
keywords had 85 user conversions out of 6, 416 ad clicks,
i.e., a conversion rate of 1.32%. The non-obvious keywords
had 25 user conversions out of 1, 690 ad clicks, i.e., a conver-
sion rate of 1.48%. The obvious keywords were 12% more
expensive than the non-obvious ones. Hence, the non-obvious
keywords had a lower cost per user conversion [3]. Since
the online marketing budget is limited in most cases, it is
important to come up with new keywords that are also more
profitable.

A. OUR CONTRIBUTION
There are various studies in the search marketing literature
that address either new keyword generation or new ad gener-
ation. However, it is not one or the other, but it is both that we
need to tackle because a search campaign consists of both ads
and keywords. We aimed to fill this gap with our framework
called GeNN, which stands forGenerative Neural Networks.
The ability to generate keywords easily helps sustain cam-
paign management efforts with least friction. With GeNN,
it takes a few lines of code to generate new keywords, which
can capture new clicks and conversions. Using the product
landing page and sample ad copies as input, GeNN generates

production-ready ads. We did a field study using an actual
search campaign and got encouraging results.

Contrary to the existing works in the literature, GeNN is
based mainly on language modeling. As such, all internal
models in GeNN learn input patterns by treating the output
as an adaptation of the input. This approach allowed us to
address both keyword generation and ad generation under
the same hood. For instance, the GPT-2 based generator for
generating new keywords and the GPT-2 based summarizer
for generating new ads are both language models in GeNN.

We provided the code of our framework as open source for
re-producibility and for ease of adoption by the advertising
community. It is wrapped into a Python package, which is
publicly available at pypi.org/project/genn.

The main findings of our study are as follows:
1) GPT variants performed better than RNN variants on

both of the generation tasks.
2) The high text-quality scores of all models implied that

the generated ads and keywords were domain-relevant.
3) The forecast data provided by Google’s keyword plan-

ner indicated that the keywords generated by GPT-2 are
expected to get a higher number of unique user clicks
and conversions compared to LSTM.

4) For new keyword exploration, we strongly recommend
using GPT-2.

5) A select few of the generated ads were deployed in
an actual search campaign of a healthcare company.
They were tested for two weeks. One of these ads had
a CTR of 6% and converted real users. This field study
provided supporting evidence for the applicability of
GeNN in practice.

II. STATE OF THE ART
In this section, the recent literature on the generation of ads
and keywords are discussed.
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A. GENERATION OF ADS
In order to generate an ad, relevant text is first extracted
from a landing page, and then re-written in order to make
it suitable for advertising. It is straightforward to extract
unique text from a web page using rule-based information
retrieval methods. The result is a short summary consisting
of sentences that represent the main points in the original
web page. Since the original text is cut in length to meet the
character length limitations imposed on ads, the task boils
down to text summarization. The key steps in such extractive
text summarization systems are:

1) A sentence is represented as a vector of word counts,
or as a vector of term frequency over inverse document
frequency scores.

2) Each sentence is scored to quantify its relative impor-
tance in the whole text.

3) A subset of the sentences are chosen according to their
importance to form the final summary [4].

In the selection of the final set of sentences, optimiza-
tion strategies were shown to perform well [5]. TextRank
constructs a web of sentences in order to compute the
importance of each sentence iteratively as in PageRank [6].
Thomaidou et al. extracted the promotional text from product
landing pages and used a traditional summarization method
in order to shorten the summary to obey length limits. A call
to action such as ‘‘Order Now!’’ was added to the end of each
summary [7].

Hughes et al. used two encoder-decoder RNNs in parallel,
one for generating the headlines of an ad, and the other for
generating the descriptions of an ad. On a dataset contain-
ing landing page to ad pairs, their model learnt the asso-
ciation between the two [2]. Çoğalmış and Bulut proposed
a bidirectional sequence-to-sequence model with attention
mechanism in order to create ads from landing page con-
tent [8]. Terzioğlu et al. studied the generation of ads in the
context of reinforcement learning. They proposed a genera-
tive adversarial network where the generator is an encoder-
decoder LSTM with attention, and the discriminator is a
single-layer uni-directional LSTM [9]. Using reinforcement
learning, Wang et al. showed how the performance of pre-
trained models could be improved further in generating high-
quality text ads [10]. Yuan et al. studied the classification
and the use of persuasive tactics in ad text, and predicted
the promotional effectiveness of a given ad [11]. Such quan-
titative metrics are useful for the performance evaluation of
a generative model in addition to the syntactic text quality
scores.

B. GENERATION OF KEYWORDS
Joshi and Motwani used text snippets from search query
results to construct a directed relevance graph called
TermsNet with vertices denoting words and edges denoting
the similarity between words [12]. On TermsNet, new key-
words were suggested by traversing its edges in search of
meaningful word associations. Wordy extended TermsNet by

using both query results and web page contents in order to
suggest a richer set of keywords [13]. Search engine query
logs reveal the association between user queries. Search
advertiser keyword logs reveal prospective advertisement
keywords. By combining the word co-occurrences and the
word associations found in such logs, Google’s keyword
planner suggests new keywords.

Chen et al. combined traditional query log mining with
deep learning to generate new keywords [14]. Using query
logs, they built two attention-based RNNs in order to model
user behavior and suggest new keywords. He et al. utilized
query rewriting for creating variants of an initial seed key-
word [15]. In their approach, an encoder-decoder architecture
was used to learn the mapping between the original key-
word and its variants. Li et al. argued that simple encoder-
decoder architectures are not suitable for text generation [16];
Zhou et al. proposed a latent variable network to alleviate this
drawback [17]. A generative adversarial network consisting
of an encoder-decoder generator and a discriminator RNN
was used in generating rare queries [18].

III. METHODOLOGY
A generative model estimates from a given sequence of
words the probability of the next word among all possible
words. The estimates are higher for words that appear more
frequently at that certain position in the training data. For
instance, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is able to gen-
erate text [19]. It processes input text one word at a time. The
output of the network is fed as input to the model in order to
capture the temporal context present in the data.

RNNs were shown to work well in modeling user prefer-
ence [20], [21]. An RNN retains information about the previ-
ous tokens in a given sequence, and it pays equal attention to
all tokens. However, as the length of the sequence increases,
it could forget important information due to its limited mem-
ory. A long short-term memory network (LSTM) has a local
memory for persisting important information [22]. It captures
what information to forget and what to retain at every time
step. The gated recurrent unit (GRU) is a simpler RNN vari-
ant that changes the control mechanism of an LSTM [23].
With fewer number of parameters, it is faster to train but
it encodes less context. Since search keywords consist of a
handful of tokens, GRU is a suitable model in our problem
setting. The transformer proposed by Vaswani et al. uses a
series of attention-based encoders and decoders to process
text [24]. The transformer outperformed its counterparts in
many applications ranging from machine translation and text
generation to abstractive summarization [25]. Contrary to
RNNs, the transformer does not process text sequentially, and
hence could be run in parallel on GPUs.

Figure 2 shows the pipelines for generating ads and key-
words in GeNN.1 RNNs and its variants including LSTM
and GRU are used in generating keywords, and a trans-
former called GPT-2 is used in generating both ads and

1See Appendix V on how to use GeNN.
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FIGURE 2. The pipelines for generating keywords and ads in GeNN.

FIGURE 3. The illustration of an RNN with the keyword ‘‘free java course
online’’ in the pipeline. At each time step, the keyword is shifted to the
left.

keywords [26]. Using GeNN, a suitable GPT-2 model can
easily be built for generating text or for summarizing text.

A. AD GENERATION
GeNN is able to generate ads using a GPT-2 summarizer,
which is based on GPT-2 Small. Its vocabulary size is 50K ,
and it has 117M parameters. GPT-2 is used in question
answering, text summarization, and language translation sim-
ply by providing a task name [27]. Task names are prompts,
which describe the task at hand and are provided alongside
the input. GPT-2 performed well in zero-shot and few-shot
learning using such prompts [28]. The prompt for text sum-
marization is the abbreviation ‘‘TL;DR’’ as in:

‘‘source document TL;DR: summary’’

GPT-2 can recognize the mapping between input-output pairs
in a summarization task and minimize the loss accordingly.

In our case, the ads datasets are re-formatted as explicit
input-output pairs where the input source is the landing page,
and the summary output is the final ad creative.

B. KEYWORD GENERATION
The main objective in learning a language model is to predict
the next token given the previous tokens. Initially, a seedword
has to be provided for the model to start generating text.
Since keywords are generally short, we use only one seed.
We select this initial seed by random weighted sampling.
First, a frequency distribution is obtained using the first token
of each keyword. During generation, a seed is sampled from
this distribution. This method results in a distribution of gen-
erated keywords that resembles the original, and it increases
the likelihood of generating non-obvious keywords.

In order to train an RNN for generating keywords, the
output loss at a given time step t should be minimized with
respect to the output at time step t − 1. Figure 3 shows
the input and output at each time step during the training
of an RNN. For a given keyword of length T , the loss is
computed as

L = −
1
T

T∑
t=0

|V |∑
j=1

P(wj,t+1) log P̂(wj,t+1 | wj,t ) (1)

where w represents a word, P(wj,t+1) denotes the probability
of the true word, and |V | denotes the cardinality of the word
vocabulary.

GeNN is able to generate keywords via RNN variants, i.e.,
LSTM and GRU, and GPT-2 models. In LSTM and GRU, the
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keywords are shifted left by one as in Figure 3. For GPT-2,
the task token is ‘‘keyword:.’’ This token is inserted into the
beginning of all training instances before they are fed into the
model.

C. SAMPLING
The prediction of the next token at a given time step is
not as simple as selecting the token with the highest prob-
ability. Such a greedy approach forces the model to repeat
itself [29]. The repetition could be alleviated by randomizing
the selection. Top-k sampling is one such approach [30].
Instead of always selecting the token with the maximum like-
lihood, it selects a subset of the top candidates and samples
one according to a new normalized probability distribution.
Zhu et al. noted that for top-k sampling to match the quality
of human text, a large value of k should be used [31]. However
as k grows, tokens with low probability could be selected
especially when the perplexity of the model is low. In our
setting, we set k to 5.
Nucleus sampling adjusts the value of k according to the

perplexity of the model [29]. When the sequence to complete
is ‘‘online free course in . . . ,’’ the next token could be ‘‘java’’
or ‘‘javascript.’’ Since the perplexity is low, fewer choices in
the candidate pool is better. For the sequence ‘‘how to . . . ,’’
the next token could be ‘‘write,’’ ‘‘learn,’’ or ‘‘code.’’ The
perplexity is higher, and the model should pick from a richer
pool.

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of GeNN was benchmarked using standard
evaluation metrics found in the language modeling literature.
The ads generated via GeNN were deployed in an actual
search campaign of a healthcare company for measuring its
field performance. Furthermore, the field performance fore-
cast data provided by Google was used in order to quantify
the efficacy of keywords generated.

We evaluated the quality of ads and keywords generated
both qualitatively and quantitatively. The Bilingual Evalu-
ation Understudy (BLEU) is used in literature for evalu-
ating the quality of generated text [32]. It was shown to
reflect human evaluation for text quality [33], [34]. BLEU
is defined as the fraction of n-grams in the generated text that
also appear in the original data. Hence, BLEU is a measure
of precision. Another widely used metric for text evalua-
tion is Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation
(ROUGE) [35]. In contrast to BLEU, ROUGE-n represents
the ratio of n-grams found in the original data that also
appear in the generated text, and therefore, is a measure
of recall. ROUGE-L corresponds to the longest overlapping
subsequence between the generated text and the original text.
Together, BLEU and ROUGE quantify textual coherence and
syntactic quality.

In order to evaluate the generated keywords further,
we estimated their clickthrough rates and compared them
with the actual values found in our keywords dataset.

TABLE 1. The samples from our ads datasets. The ads in D∗

rich and D+

rich
adhere to Google’s ad format where the headlines are pipe-separated,
and the descriptions are dot-separated.

A. PRELIMINARIES
1) ADS DATASETS
There are four ads datasets used in this study. Table 1 shows
a sample row from each dataset. Specifically,

1) Drich contains 4795 rows. Each row is a pair of landing
page content and the corresponding ad.

2) Dtemp contains 3363 rows. In contrast to Drich,
the ads in Dtemp adhere to a small number
of ad templates. An example ad in Dtemp is
online sql course. quality videos by
domain experts. why wait ? learn sql
now., where the word ‘‘sql’’ could be replaced with
other words such as ‘‘java’’ or ‘‘photography’’ for
creating different ads.

3) D∗
rich is a modified version of Drich, in which the ads

are rewritten by a domain expert so that they adhere to
Google’s following ad format:

Title #1 | Title #2 | Title #3.
Description #1 . Description #2

A text ad in Google has up-to three headlines, each con-
taining 30 characters at most. Headlines are separated
by a pipe symbol, i.e. |. In addition, the ad has up-to two
descriptions, each containing 90 characters at most.

4) D+

rich is a modified version of D∗

rich, in which the
landing page title is also included in the landing page
content.

2) KEYWORDS DATASET
The search keywords dataset contains 52K keywords in
260 campaigns. There is a row of data per keyword, which
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includes keyword match type, campaign and ad group iden-
tifiers, ad impressions, ad clicks, click-through rate (CTR),
which is the rate of user clicks per ad impression, aver-
age cost-per-click, average position, advertisement cost, con-
versions, cost per converted click, click conversion rate,
quality score, bounce rate, conversion value, and return on
investment.

3) DATA PRE-PROCESSING
Keywords and ads are first separated into individual words
called tokens. Each unique token is then assigned a unique
id. This mapping of tokens to ids becomes the vocabu-
lary of the dataset. By simple tokenization, the city name
‘‘Los Angeles’’ is split up into two independent tokens as
‘‘Los’’ and ‘‘Angeles.’’ However, they should be treated as
a single token. The named-entity recognition would capture
such semantic relationships between words and produce a
single token instead [36].

4) VECTORIZATION
The simple mapping of words to ids does not encode word
context. Therefore, similar words such as ‘‘motel’’ and
‘‘hotel’’ would be as equally distant in the id space as any
other word pair in the vocabulary. In order to preserve word
context, words could be embedded into a vector space of
a fixed dimension where each word is represented as a
unique vector of its contexts. In a large text dataset, each
word appears in a large number of contexts, and its meaning
tends to be reflected in its embedding. The pre-trained word
embeddings on large datasets were shown to perform well
in sentence classification and language translation [37], [38].
A widely used set of vectors is Global Vectors (GloVe) [39].
An alternative method for learning word embeddings is fast-
Text [40]. GeNN supports both GloVe and fastText.

B. AD EVALUATION
Table 2 shows the input, the ground-truth ad, and the gener-
ated ad side by side for a randomly selected landing page from
each dataset. The observed quality of the generated ads was
encouraging for field deployment. Therefore, a select few of
the generated ads were deployed in an actual search campaign
of a healthcare company. They were tested for two weeks.
One of these ads had a CTR of 6% and converted real users.

All four ads datasets were split into training, validation, and
test sets with 70 : 15 : 15 ratios respectively.We tuned GPT-2
on each dataset and reported the final ROUGE and BLEU
performance. The results are reported in Table 3. We treated
ROUGE as a measure of quality and BLEU as a measure of
perplexity. GPT-2 generated phrases that were not present in
the training data but were common in the language especially
when its perplexity was low. This is because the model was
originally trained on amuch larger dataset consisting of 8mil-
lion public web pages. The domain dependent structure of the
data in D∗

rich and D
+

rich improved the ad quality significantly
compared to Drich as indicated by higher ROUGE scores.

TABLE 2. The input landing page, the ground-truth ad, and the generated
ad for a randomly selected data instance from each dataset. The
generated ad is grammatically correct, coherent, and obeys the length
limits.

TABLE 3. The ROUGE and BLEU scores of ads generated by GPT-2 on each
dataset. The addition of ad titles in D+

rich improved the performance of
the model dramatically.

The presence of ad titles in D+

rich enriched the source con-
text and improved the ad quality the most. The scores on
the template based Dtemp are not comparable to the rest.
Encouraged by the data, the model avoided exploration and
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TABLE 4. The ROUGE and BLEU scores comparison of ads generated by
GeNN and Hughes et al.’s model [2] on all four ads datasets.

FIGURE 4. The expected CTRs of the generated keywords of varying
length. The ground-truth data is shown by the solid line.

instead exploited a small number of ad templates. This
resulted in the highest BLEU scores.We compared the perfor-
mance of GeNNwith the model proposed by Hughes et al [2].
As shown in Table 4, GeNN performed better in all cases
with the only exception being the BLEU performance on
D+

rich. The domain specific information present in the dataset
is exploited better when the base model is not already pre-
trained on the content of public web pages, which contain
data from other domains as well. This is a manifestation of
the tradeoff between exploration vs. exploitation.

We tested the capability of GeNN in generating different
ad copies for the same landing page. A viable model should
generate multiple choices for the same input. GPT-2 achieved
a high level of generalization on all datasets except on Dtemp
where rigid adherence to ad templates was expected. On aver-
age, the GPT-2model generated 8 distinct ad copies in a batch
of 10 ad copies.

TABLE 5. The ROUGE-L and BLEU scores for a batch of 300 generated
keywords. Nucleus sampling was used for word selection; fastText was
used for word vectorization.

C. KEYWORD EVALUATION
Table 5 shows the BLEU and ROUGE-L scores for a batch of
300 keywords generated via GeNN. The results indicate that

TABLE 6. The best and worst keywords according to Google’s
performance forecast. The top keywords were shorter and concise
whereas the less attractive keywords were relatively longer. The word
embedding used was GloVe.

TABLE 7. The monthly performance forecast by Google’s keyword
planner. The keywords generated by GPT-2 were expected to drive a
higher number of clicks and conversions.

all models except RNN were able to generate relevant key-
words. The performance of a naive RNN model was subpar
compared to the other models. The best and worst keywords
of the winning models according to their expected CTRs are
shown in Table 6. We observed that the best keywords were
short and concise whereas the less attractive keywords were
relatively longer.

Figure 4 shows how the expected CTR of the generated
keywords varies by keyword length. For each keyword gen-
erated, its expected CTR was estimated from the true CTRs
of its near neighbors. The ratio of the sum of clicks to the
sum of impressions of neighbors was used as the expected
CTR. The near neighbors of a given keyword were identified
using locality-sensitive hashing [41]. In an individual run,
each model was trained from scratch, and was allowed to
generate a batch of 300 keywords. The average performance
across five runs was reported. All models were able to capture
the patterns present in the data, but LSTM with fastText
traced the true CTRs better compared to the other models.
This is because it generated keywords that closely resembled
the existing keywords in the dataset. The lack of novelty in
LSTMwith fastText was confirmed by themonthly clicks and
conversions forecasts of Google’s keyword planner as shown
in Table 7. Its keywords had less additive value over the
clicks and conversions received by the existing keywords in
the campaign. On the contrary, GPT-2 exploited the keyword
space better and created novel keywords of better quality
that were expected to generate a higher number of clicks and
conversions.

V. CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
We built GeNN to generate keywords and ads programmati-
cally. The high BLEU and ROUGE-L scores of the generated
ads and keywords implied that they were relevant to the
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target domain. According to Google’s keyword planner, the
keywords generated by GPT-2 generator were expected to
get a higher number of unique user clicks and conversions
than the keywords generated by other models. Therefore,
we strongly recommend the use of GPT-2 model for new
keyword exploration.

The ads generated by GPT-2 summarizer were coherent,
and they adhered to Google’s ad format. In a specific field
study, we observed that the generated ads performed well in
an actual search campaign, and converted real users.

We plan to extend our work by factoring in cost per user
acquisition during the exploration of prospective ads and
keywords. This is important in practice when the operating
marketing budget is limited.

APPENDIX A
HOW TO USE GeNN
For reproducibility, all methods mentioned in this paper are
wrapped into a Python package called Generative Neural
Networks. GeNN is a high-level interface for our PyTorch
implementations of LSTM, GRU, and GPT-2. It is avail-
able at pypi.org/project/genn and can be installed via pip
install genn. The following code snippets illustrate the
usage of GeNN.

The module Preprocessing handles parsing files,
tokenizing keywords, creating the random seed distribu-
tion, and creating shifted input-output pairs. To import the
modules:

A. GENERATING KEYWORDS WITH LSTM

B. GENERATING KEYWORDS WITH GRU

C. GENERATING KEYWORDS WITH GPT-2

D. GENERATING ADS WITH GPT-2
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